KEEP YOUR EMPLOYEES
SAFE

ALERT Safety Products: Mirror Dome ALERT

The Dome Mirror ALERT has sensors that detect forklifts and other vehicles as they are approaching the mirror which is mounted at the intersection or blind corner. When activated the Dome Mirror ALERT will flash CAUTION and a directional arrow to warn that a forklift is approaching the area.

Does your company have the most current safety strategy in place?

Once the forklift has traveled through the intersection the Mirror Alert will time out and reset for the next traffic. The Dome Mirror Alert System is available for 2, 3 and 4 way intersections. Adding the option of a Blue Floor Light that activates with each sensor gives a visible reference at pedestrian level, warning pedestrians that a forklift is approaching.

- System comes ready to install
- Activated only by approaching forklifts, no pedestrian
- Mirrors can integrate with other ALERT warning devices
- We can configure a system to meet your needs in any area of concern.

Microwave Sensor specifications:
- Max Range: 60’
- Field width of 12’ at 40’
- Mounting angle: 30 to 75 degrees
- Adjustable in 15 degree increments

Power Requirements
- 120 VAC Standard Wall Outlet
- Plug-in Class II AC Adapter provides 16.5VAC 40W max

Protecting your employees is our only business. We also provide additional products and forklift warning systems.

Your employees’ safety makes good business sense.

Several factors present forklift hazards. Additionally, forklifts pose specific dangers, factors that demand accident prevention:
- BLIND INTERSECTIONS
- PEDESTRIAN DOORS
- SPEED
- LIMITED VISIBILITY